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THE ROLE OF THE GAME AS AN INTERACTIVE 

METHOD OF LEARNING ENGLISH 

 

Nowadays the question of responsibility of society for the upbringing 

younger generation is vital. The reform of the comprehensive school aims 

at applying all the possibilities, all resources to improve the effectiveness 

of the educational process. It is known that motivation of training plays a 

great role in the organization of educational activity. It promotes the 

activation of thinking, raises interest to a particular type of occupation and 

to solve tasks. 

The strongest motivating factors are the methods of training, 

satisfying the need of schoolchildren in the novelty of the material studied. 

The use of various methods of training helps to consolidate language 

phenomena in memory, to create more persistent visual and auditory 

images, to support the interest and activity of children. The lesson is 

regarded as a social phenomenon, where the classroom audience is a 

certain social environment in which the teacher and students enter certain 

social relations with each other, where the educational process is the 

interaction of all those present. In this case, success in training is the result 

of collective use of all possibilities for learning and children who study can 

make a significant contribution to this process. The wide range of 

opportunity to intensify the educational process gives the introduction of 

the game to the lesson. This is a methodical reception, which belongs to the 

group of active methods of teaching practical proficiency in English [1]. 

Play and games are vital elements in the health, happiness and well-

being of children and young people. Education today highlights the 

gathering and understanding of information as well as the ability to use it in 

its correct context.  



The game can be incorporated into any kind of human activity. This 

feature of society has always been used as a means of teaching children. 

Modern didactic refers to the game forms of training, because it sees the 

possibilities of effective interaction between the teacher and pupils, the 

productive form of their communication with the inherent elements of the 

competition, the immediacy, and the relentless curiosity. 

It is therefore not surprising that using the game is easier to focus 

students’ attention, bring them to active work. The game provides an 

opportunity to make the process of recurrence of vocabulary or 

grammatical rules fascinating for students. The use of developing games 

make students think actively, expand creative skills at the time of tasks, and 

develop the abilities, which are laid in the child from nature. Also, 

application of the games as a means of verbal learning allows the teacher to 

form such speech tasks which have the motive and purpose of speech 

action and dictate the use of the necessary examples of communication. 

In addition, the game is a particularly an organized lesson that 

requires the stress of emotional and mental forces. Games create a 

compelling complex problem, space, or world, which players come to 

understand through self-directed exploration. Games develop a need to 

know, a need to ask, examine, assimilate and master certain skills and 

content areas. The game activity always involves making a decision – how 

to learn, what to say and how to win? The desire to solve these issues 

sharpens mental activity of those who play. During the game, all levels, and 

it is usually available even “weak” students. Moreover, the “weak” of the 

language training of the pupil can become the first in the game: ingenuity 

and ingenuity sometimes proves to be more important than knowledge of 

the subject. Sense of equality, the atmosphere of enthusiasm and joy 

enables children to overcome shyness, which interferes with the use of the 

conversation English, and positively affects the results of training. 

The game is an action. With the game children are in everyday 

situations. The game is a small situation, which is reminiscent of the 

dramatic work – with its storyline, conflict and existing persons. So every 

day, communicating with the environment, we have six of the following 

elements: the situation, the problem, the decision, the inner world, the 



emotion and the planning. If there are all six elements in the study of any 

material, students will be required to gain and consolidate all necessary 

knowledge and skills. 

For example, the disciples asked: "What is the blind man?" What 

does that mean? (What is blind?). Students can answer: "The blind is the 

one who does not see (and blind is a person who cannot see)". And if the 

teacher asks students to close their eyes and try to find a pen on the wire 

("Shut your eyes and try to find a pen on the desk"), it attracts students 

directly to action and this will consolidate the knowledge of what it means 

to be blind. Thus, the word “blind” is memorable not only by reason, but 

also emotions, as well as, brought up feelings of empathy to all blind 

people. 

So, it is better to remember what is learned through the experiment. 

With the three elements of the script: inner peace, emotion and planning, 

we create the following three: the situation, the problem and the solution. 

Thus, game techniques positively influence the formation of 

cognitive interests of pupils; promote the conscious assimilation of the 

English language. They bring up such qualities as self-reliance, initiative 

and allow themselves to find the right decision of the problem. In the 

process of using the game, children learn actively, obsessing work and help 

each other. So today remains the actual principle of personality-oriented 

approach to learning English, when the teacher helps students to overcome 

shyness, psychological barrier and believe in their strength. Children learn 

best when they are engaged and games do that naturally. Games not only 

encourage individual development but teach valuable life skills such as 

cooperation, team work, turn-taking, patience and tolerance. 

Another wonderful benefit of interactive games for children is 

helping them to develop their social skills. Games often require teamwork 

and teach children to work together, cooperate and learn to trust one 

another. Social skills are an important developmental milestone that will 

help your children throughout their lives, and interactive games from a 

young age can give them a great foundation to build upon as they grow. 

Rebekah Stathakis gives five reasons to use games in the classroom. 



1)  Students learn through the process of playing the game. By 

playing a game, students may be able to understand a new concept or idea, 

take on a different perspective, or experiment with different options or 

variables. 

2) Games provide a context for engaging practice. As a world 

languages teacher, I know students need a lot of practice to internalize 

important vocabulary and structures. However, for the practice to be 

meaningful, students must be engaged (and let’s be honest, countless 

workbook pages or textbook exercises are not always highly engaging!). 

3) Through games, students can learn a variety of important skills. 

There are countless skills that students can develop through game playing 

such as critical thinking skills, creativity, teamwork, and good 

sportsmanship 

4) While playing games, students develop a variety of connections 

with the content and can form positive memories of learning. A positive 

emotional connection can facilitate learning. Furthermore, many games 

feature a variety of different stimuli; some students might remember the 

vocabulary words from acting them out, others remember reading the clues, 

and other students remember hearing classmates call out answers. Games 

can provide a variety of sensory experiences for students. 

5) Games grab students’ attention and actively engage them because 

students really enjoy playing games. It is a good way to focus their 

attention and actively immerse them in learning. This can be especially 

useful in a wide variety of ways. For example, after a fire drill students 

sometimes have trouble settling down and returning to class. A game 

allows students to quickly engage and transition back to the content we 

were working on. After hours of state-mandated standardized tests, students 

are often tired of sitting and full of energy; an energetic game with lots of 

movement may be just what they need [2]. 
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